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Abstract

In this research paper, we study a simple programming problem that only requires knowledge of variables and assignment statements, and yet we found that some early novice programmers had difficulty solving the problem. We also present data from think aloud studies which demonstrate the nature of those difficulties. We interpret our data within a neo-Piagetian framework which describes cognitive developmental stages through which students pass as they learn to program. We describe in detail think aloud sessions with novices who reason at the neo-Piagetian preoperational level. Those students exhibit two problems. First, they focus on very small parts of the code and lose sight of the "big picture". Second, they are prone to focus on superficial aspects of the task that are not functionally central to the solution. It is not until the transition into the concrete operational stage that decentration of focus occurs, and they have the cognitive ability to reason about abstract quantities that are conserved, and are equipped to adapt skills to closely related tasks. Our results, and the neo-Piagetian framework on which they are based, suggest changes are necessary in teaching practice to better support novices who have not reached the concrete operational stage.
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1 Introduction

It is a common source of frustration for computer science educators that novices do not transfer to a second programming problem the concepts taught on an initial problem. For example, we posed to novice programmers the tasks shown in Figures 1 and 2. We found that some students who could do the first task could not do the second task. We posed these questions to two classes, in different semesters. Table 1 shows the performance of the 11 students. The names shown in that table are all volunteer students who completed the tasks in Figure 1 and 2, while having those students think aloud as they did so. Table 2 summarises the performance of the 11 students. The names shown in that table are all
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pseudonyms. All of these students were in at least their third week of learning to program. All 11 students completed the first task successfully. In completing that first task, those 11 students demonstrated that they understood assignment statements, and that they understood the English language instructions associated with both tasks. However, 3 of the 11 students could not then solve the second task, and a fourth student (Jim) took much longer. (Those four students are in the shaded region of Table 2.) This brings us to the research question addressed in this paper:

**Research Question:** Why can some students answer correctly only one of the two problems shown in Figures 1 and 2, when both tasks require functionally identical code?

Note that our research question is not related to the prevalence of this issue in the general population of programming novices. Given the small group of students we studied, and that those students are from a single institution, it would not be appropriate to speculate on prevalence. However, what we can do in a qualitative study of this type is arrive at a possible explanation for why some students find the second task to be significantly harder than the first task. The type of microgenetic analysis that we carry out in this study has been applied in many domains to test theories of cognitive development (Sieglter 2006) and has also been used before in a study of novice programmers (Lewis 2012).

We were able to make sense of our research data via neo-Piagetian theory. In the next section, we briefly describe that theory. We then present our transcript data from three students, two of whom struggled on the second task while the third student was able to do both problems quickly. We interpret that transcript data using the neo-Piagetian theoretical framework.

2 The Neo-Piagetian Stages

Lister (2011) proposed, in accordance with neo-Piagetian theory, that there are four main stages of cognitive development in the novice programmer. At the least mature stage, the sensorimotor stage, a novice programmer cannot reliably trace a given piece of code (i.e., manually execute it). The sensorimotor approach to writing a trace on paper is ad hoc and often inconsistent. Also, they commonly have misconceptions about what various programming constructs do (Du Boulay 1989). Furthermore, these novices often apply a misconception at some points in a trace and then apply a correct conception at other times.

The next neo-Piagetian stage is preoperational. Novices at this stage can trace code accurately, but they struggle to reason about code. That is, they have difficulty understanding how several lines of code work together to perform a computation. At any point in time, these novices tend to be focused on small parts of the code, and ignore the implications of code they have already considered. This is what neo-Piagetian theorists refer to as *spatial and temporal centration.*

At the concrete operational stage, novices can reason with abstractions of code (e.g., diagrams). They can also reason about the concept of conservation which Flavell (1977) describes as “... a quantitative invariant amid transformations”. We elaborate on the concept of conservation in the following sub-section.

Finally, there is the formal operational stage, which is the stage educators hope their students will reach. At this stage, novices can reliably and efficiently “problem-solve”; they understand and use abstractions, form hypotheses and can make inductive and deductive inferences.

By analysing students' answers in an end-of-semester exam, Corney et al. (2012) provided indirect evidence that novices pass through some of these neo-Piagetian stages. However, such evidence does not provide a direct indication of the actual thought processes of students. Think aloud studies have also been undertaken with students who were given programming code to hand trace and explain in plain English (Teague, Corney, Ahadi, and Lister 2013). The results provided evidence of preoperational reasoning by some of the students.

In this paper we provide direct empirical evidence of students' thought processes while solving code writing tasks, specifically the tasks shown in Figure 1 and 2.

2.1 The Concept of Conservation

According to neo-Piagetian theory, it is only at the concrete operational stage that a novice has developed the ability to reason reliably about abstract quantities that are conserved, and the novice is not deceived by superficial appearances. For example, Flavell (1977) describes an experiment where a preoperational child believes that when clay is moulded into different shapes the amount of clay changes. A child at the concrete operational stage is not deceived by such perceptions. Lister (2011) proposed that in a programming context, a novice at the concrete operational stage should be able to easily make minor changes to code while conserving what the code achieves, while the preoperational novice programmer would struggle to do the same. The contribution of this paper is providing empirical evidence for that proposal.

Our objective was to see if any of our novices demonstrated an ability to conserve a specification when given a small change to the implementation. Specifically, we wanted to see if any of our novices could solve either the first or second task, but not both. Our hypothesis was that students who are operating at the preoperational level will struggle to apply consistently the abstract principal common to both problems – that saving a variable to temp makes it possible to overwrite that value in the copied variable. In neo-Piagetian terminology, this abstraction is referred to as the "invariant amid transformations" (Flavell 1977).

2.2 Working with Cyclic Series

Our two programming tasks are analogous to an experiment Piaget conducted where he asked children to predict the next element in a cyclic series (Piaget 1971a). To do so required the children to translate the elements into a linear series. Piaget found that relationships of order are operational. That is, people are not capable of dealing with such a concept until the concrete stage.
At the sensorimotor stage, people are barely able to manage translating a cyclic series into a linear series and unable to foresee successive elements. At the preoperational stage people have the ability to predict successive elements in a cyclic series if they start at the first element. Towards the end of the preoperational stage, people can cope with intermediate starting points, but still fail to predict elements beyond the last.

Our programming tasks involved transforming a cyclic series (the diagram) into a linear series of assignment statements to achieve a ‘movement’ of values.

### 3 Think Aloud Results

At some point in time after performing a think aloud on the first task, the 11 students performed a think aloud on the second task. The elapsed time between think alouds varied from student to student. Table 2 provides the specific information for each student.

Table 2 also shows the total time taken to complete (or abandon) each task. The data in Table 2 is sorted by length of time spent on the second task. Thus the four students at the bottom of Table 2 (i.e. in the more heavily shaded section of the table) took the longest time to complete the second task. According to the arguments we have made above, those four students are likely to be at the preoperational level of development.

Table 2 also shows the level of assistance provided to each student by the person conducting the think aloud. We have categorised that level of assistance using a scale adapted from Perkins & Martin (1986):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alias</th>
<th>The First Shift Task (see Figure 1)</th>
<th>The Second Shift Task (see Figure 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (minutes:seconds)</td>
<td>Help Given</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>2:03</td>
<td>0. none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve</td>
<td>1:48</td>
<td>1. clarify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becki</td>
<td>1:05</td>
<td>0. none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>1:24</td>
<td>1. clarify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobcat</td>
<td>14:36</td>
<td>3. hint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance</td>
<td>3:10</td>
<td>0. none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnstone</td>
<td>4:48</td>
<td>3. hint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald</td>
<td>3:44</td>
<td>2. prompt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte</td>
<td>7:45</td>
<td>3. hint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato Man</td>
<td>19:02</td>
<td>3. hint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>5:43</td>
<td>1. clarify</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Think Aloud Performance on Shift Tasks

At the sensorimotor stage, people are barely able to manage translating a cyclic series into a linear series and unable to foresee successive elements. At the preoperational stage people have the ability to predict successive elements in a cyclic series if they start at the first element. Towards the end of the preoperational stage, people can cope with intermediate starting points, but still fail to predict elements beyond the last.

Our programming tasks involved transforming a cyclic series (the diagram) into a linear series of assignment statements to achieve a ‘movement’ of values.

### 4 Dissection of Think Alouds

In this section, we dissect the think aloud sessions of Charlotte, Jim and Steve. Because of space limitations, we are unable to include the entire transcript for these students, and we have therefore chosen a selection of short excerpts which are representative of their attempts. Charlotte and Jim are typical of all four students who could solve the first task, but struggled with the second. Our presentation of each excerpt is broken into three subsections (summary, data, and analysis), following the format used by Lewis (2012).

#### 4.1 Charlotte

Charlotte was in her third week of learning to program when she performed the following think aloud. This was her second think aloud session, and she was comfortable with the protocol of articulating her thoughts as she solved programming tasks. Charlotte possesses excellent language skills.

Charlotte took 7 minutes 45 seconds to solve the first task, with hints, and then spent 10 minutes on the second task before giving up. At the end of the think aloud, she was shown the solution; hence the “4.provide” for the level of help given.

#### 4.2 Charlotte – The First Shift Task

##### 4.2.1 Excerpt 1

**Summary**

Charlotte began by reading the problem. She initially expressed a lack of familiarity with the nature of the task. However, it was quickly established that she thought she was required to provide code to move the boxes. (In retrospect, not as bizarre an interpretation as we first thought, given the GUIs that students are now accustomed to experiencing.) The interviewer clarified that the task was to write code to shift the values in the variables according to the arrows in the diagram. To establish that Charlotte did then understand the task, the
interviewer asked Charlotte to choose some initial values for the variables and then determine the final values in the variables after her code had executed.

**Data**
Charlotte: So, may I ask if it is similar to last week?

**Interviewer:** Yes, but instead of swapping two variables it’s...

Charlotte: ...swapping 4. And I want them all to move to the left. So I’m moving the values not the variables. Ok good to know - makes more sense.

**Analysis**
In this excerpt, Charlotte made a connection between shifting and swapping values: where each requires “movement” of values between variables using assignment. Although she used the word “swap” which is a reciprocated exchange of values between two variables, she showed an understanding of the shifts required.

### 4.2.2 Excerpt 2

**Summary**
Charlotte made a first attempt to solve this task and although each assignment statement in itself was correct (apart from using a variable t instead of temp) the sequence of her assignment statements was not correct. She then traced the code using the values she had chosen for each of the variables: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 for a, b, c, d and t. When she incorrectly concluded that the code worked as required, she was challenged, and then decided to re-read the question.

**Data**

*Charlotte wrote the code below*

\[
\begin{align*}
  a &= b \\
  b &= c \\
  c &= d \\
  d &= t \\
  t &= a
\end{align*}
\]

Charlotte: So it almost worked... Oh no! I think it did work the way I wanted it to. So it says the temp becomes 2. Yeah I think that worked.

**Interviewer:** Where does the value 2 end up?

Charlotte: *quoting the problem description* “…with the left most value ending in the right most variable”. Ah! It was cute while it lasted!

**Analysis**
Each assignment statement in Charlotte’s solution was correct, but they were out of order. That is, she focused on parts of her solution while losing sight of the whole task, which is characteristic of reasoning at the preoperational stage. Neo-Piagetians refer to this phenomena as ”spatial and temporal centration”, or more colloquially, being unable to “see the forest for the trees”.

### 4.2.3 Excerpt 3

**Summary**
Charlotte then realised that a’s value must first be temporarily stored so it will not be overwritten and lost. She was not convinced that her subsequent solution worked until she executed a trace of her code.

**Data**

Charlotte: Well we need d equal to...? Ok. So I'm trying to figure out where the temporary best comes in because what we really want at the end of the day is t to equal a from the beginning.. *<Charlotte then wrote the code below>*

\[
\begin{align*}
  t &= a \\
  a &= b \\
  b &= c \\
  c &= d \\
  d &= t
\end{align*}
\]

So that works! I think...

**Analysis**
Charlotte realised the importance of sequence and figured out that a’s value must be saved first, so that that value can be assigned to d after d’s value has been reassigned. Charlotte made the leap from individually correct assignment statements to correctly sequenced lines of code in order to achieve the required effect. She was however heavily reliant on tracing the sequence with specific values to convince herself of the code's correctness, a manifestation of the preoperational stage of development.

### 4.3 Charlotte – The Second Shift Task

The second shift task was attempted by Charlotte in the same think aloud session where she completed the first.

#### 4.3.1 Excerpt 4

**Summary**
Charlotte made a connection between this task and the previous task, but then had some doubt about their similarity when she read the supplied line of code. She established a set of initial values for each of the variables, and the expected final values for each.

**Data**

*As Charlotte uttered what follows, she wrote the initial and expected values in the boxes of the supplied diagram.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables:</th>
<th>w x y z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial:</td>
<td>2 4 6 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected:</td>
<td>4 6 8 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Charlotte: So it’s the same as the first one. And then ... here that temp equals y, now I'm really sceptical. Um, I don't think it actually is, so we'll find out. 2, 4, 6, 8 <values for variables w, x, y, and z respectively> and we want to move everything to the left and the left most one ends up in the right most variable.
Analysis
Charlotte manifests preoperational behaviour by setting up specific variable values with which she intends to reason about her code. Another preoperational behaviour is her focus on the superficial aspect of the task, that is, the initial assignment to the `temp` variable.

4.3.2 Excerpt 5

Summary
Charlotte paused to question the reason for the supplied line of code, but after not being able to come up with an answer, started to implement a solution. With the first assignment of `y` to `temp`, she articulated its new value, 6. When she had finished writing the remaining assignment statements (shown below), she was not confident that her answer was correct, and expressed frustration. To the left of each of her lines of code, she wrote the value being assigned to the variable on the left of the assignment. When the values didn’t match those expected, she realised her code must be incorrect.

Data
Charlotte: But you have to start with the `temp` as `y`. Why? Interesting question. ... Fine. If you insist, `temp` is `y`, so `temp` becomes 6. ... Where do I want it to go? Hmm. ... Brain - wake up! ... So ... `x` to be `y` ... Does that make sense? Ok for now it does. `w` to be `x` ... `z` to be `w`. No we don't. Nnnnn, yes we do. ... Aaargh!

```
6    temp = y;
6    x = y;
4    w = x;
4    z = w;
```
z becomes 4 which we do not want! Think I’m breaking the thing I realised before.

Analysis
Although incomplete, most of Charlotte’s assignments were independently correct. However, the sequence of these assignments was not correct. She did not relate this second task to the approach she had successfully developed to solve the first task, but instead constructed assignment statements according to the diagram, in what appeared to be a random order. Charlotte was unable to make an accurate determination of the code’s correctness until she traced it with specific values. Charlotte did not even trace her code accurately (in the third line she failed to take into account the updated value of `x`), and it was evident through utterances of contradiction (“No we don’t. Nnnnn, yes we do.”) and frustration (“Aaargh”) that she was cognitively overloaded. Because Charlotte said “Think I’m breaking the thing I realised before”, we hypothesise she had some hazy notion of the invariant amid transformations in this exercise, that is, that saving a variable’s value to a temporary location makes it possible to overwrite that value in the original variable. This was the “thing” that her current solution was “breaking”.

4.3.3 Excerpt 6

Summary
Charlotte made her final attempt before running out of time. On this occasion, she started reassigning from the far right of the line of variables in the diagram and again recorded the value being assigned at each statement.

Data
Charlotte: `z` equals `w`, which basically becomes 2. `y` ... becomes `x` so that's 4. `<Expletive>` Sorry, `x` equals `y`. So if `x` equals `y`, that becomes 6.

```
6    temp = y;
2    z = w;
```

Um. Start over. `z` becomes `w`, that's good because that's 4. `w` becomes `y` which becomes 6 so that's good. ... Too confused ... We have to back off here a little bit.

```
6    temp = y;
2    z = w;
```

So we want `w` to equal `x` ... which basically becomes 4. I haven't removed `x`, the value of `x` yet. ... I think that's where things were trying to click in because then `x` becomes `y` ... and that becomes 6. `y` becomes `z` which becomes 8. ... Well ... wait - what's wrong with that? Why doesn't that work?

```
6    temp = y;
2    z = w;
```

Ok and `z` because we said `z` is `w` up here, so why is that a problem? ... because that's the problem! Grrrr! Ok, I think I have to go `<to another appointment>` ...

Analysis
Charlotte’s piecemeal approach to solving this task was not effective. She was focused on individual assignment statements and lost sight of the bigger picture (shifting all of the values without losing any of them). She was unable to work with the cyclic series of variables starting from an intermediate point. For all the reasons given with these excerpts, Charlotte is clearly at the preoperational stage of development.

4.4 Jim

It was the third week of semester when Jim performed the following think aloud on the first task. Furthermore, in an earlier semester, Jim had successfully completed a course that included about 6 weeks of programming in Python. In his think aloud sessions, Jim demonstrated adequate language and communication skills. Jim had completed one think aloud session with us prior to completing the first shift task which is described below.
4.5  Jim – The First Shift Task

4.5.1  Excerpt 7

**Summary**
Jim read the question text and then proceeded to select values for each of the five variables.

**Data**
Jim: So we can say that a is 1, b is 2, c is 3, d is 4. And following what this diagram says, we also have a fifth variable which we will call e, though in the diagram it’s called temp. That will be the original value of 5. Though it doesn’t matter.

**Analysis**
The diagram stipulated that the temporary variable was called temp. It is odd that he chose to rename it e. When later queried, he said he was opting for consistency: the other variables had one letter identifiers, so he chose a one letter identifier for the temporary variable. Also odd was his subsequent use of capital letters for the other variables, instead of the lower case used in the diagram. In any event, as will be shown below, his unusual choice of variable names had no effect on achieving the desired outcome on this first task.

Jim’s reliance on specific values when reasoning about and writing code is characteristic of preoperational behaviour.

4.5.2  Excerpt 8

**Summary**
Jim articulated a logical sequence of assignment statements to complete the task, but was then not confident about his solution.

**Data**
Jim: So we want to move A first. So we want e to take the value of ... A. Um ... then we can say ... that A can take the value of b. Um, c, uh b can take the value of c, c can take the value of d. And d can take the temp value. <Jim had written the following>

- e = A
- A = B
- B = C
- C = D
- D = 5

...whoops. Going the wrong way around

**Interviewer:** Have you?
Jim: Oh no I haven't. So we want to go one more time around.

**Interviewer:** Do you?
Jim: To be ... well, we want A to be stored over here <sindicating D>

**Interviewer:** What's in D at the moment?
Jim: Um, in D at the moment is a 5.

**Interviewer:** Why did you hard-code ... the number 5?
Jim: Um. I just assigned it a value.

4.5.3  Excerpt 9

**Summary**
Jim was then asked to trace his code using the values he had already chosen. As he recounted each assignment statement’s effect with specific values, it was only then that he articulated the temporary storage and subsequent reassignment of A which convinced him that the code was indeed correct.

**Data**
Jim: So, e equals A so e will equal 1. A equals B so A will equal 2. Um B equals C, so B will equal 3. Um C equals D so C will equal 4 and D equals e so D will equal ... 1. Because e is equal to 1, that we'd gotten first at the top. ... Ok. So it's not 5, it's 1. I see. So we have 1 in here <e> so that means we're going to have a 1 in here <D> now.

**Analysis**
Once Jim traced his code with specific values, he confirmed that his code was correct. Like most preoperational novices, Jim was not able to clearly reason in an abstract way about his code. He needed to trace the code with specific values in order to feel confident about its correctness.

4.6  Jim – The Second Shift Task

The second shift task was completed by Jim two weeks after he had done the first task. He took an enormous amount of time (more than 21 minutes) and several attempts to complete it. The following excerpts are only a small sample of Jim’s articulations for this task, but are representative of the difficulties he had.
4.6.1 Excerpt 10

Summary
After reading the question, Jim immediately recognised this task as familiar. He expressed scepticism about the given initial assignment statement. He then allocated values to each of the variables, including temp (both in the diagram and in the given line of code) and then worked his way through the diagram, writing an assignment statement to match each shifting value. He then attempted to formulate the correct sequence of those assignment statements.

Data
Jim: temp is assigned y. … This seems slightly unnecessary ...

Ok um. So temp's got the value of y ... So ... where are we... we've got ... let's say w equals 1, x equals 2, y equals 3, z equals 4. <He wrote the following set of initial values.>
\[
\begin{align*}
    &w = 1 \\
    &x = 2 \\
    &y = 3 \\
    &z = 4 \\
\end{align*}
\]

So we want to move... we've got 1,2,3,4 ... 3. No it's easy, we get rid of that y value because we've got two 3's. That means. So ... um we can just say ... Ok ... so we want ... start <with> the y. ... um...so we want ... so we want ...1 ...we want over here so we don't want z to equal, z equals 1 then the 4's going to disappear. If w equals x, the 2 is going to disappear. ... If x, x equals y, the 3's still going to ... stay, so we can say... no the 2's going to disappear so we can say y equals z. ... So y equals z. <He wrote the following single line.>
\[
y = z
\]

So y equals z, so y will equal 4 now. So we've got 4 here ... We can say... just wait. So still the left most variables ... why would we want to do that, why wouldn't we just say y equals ... We need 3 so y equals... w. Going to move them all now. Um. What are we doing with this? I like to confuse myself a little bit. ... And then we can have the 3 here, so it <z> is going to be ... um 4 <recorded z as now having the value 3>. ... Yep. Ok. ... Um ... So we want x... we want the z to equal w, we want w to equal z ... We want x to equal y, and we want y to equal z. <He had written the following statements, separate from the previous single line of code.>
\[
\begin{align*}
    &z = w \\
    &w = z \\
    &x = y \\
    &z = z \\
\end{align*}
\]

So we've got y is equal to 4. So z is 3. So we want z to equal ... 1, want w to equal 2, we want x to equal 3, we want z ... z to equal w. <He revised the statements as follows>
\[
\begin{align*}
    &z = w \\
    &w = \varnothing x \\
    &x = y \\
    &\varnothing y = z \\
\end{align*}
\]

So ... z is 4 so there we go <wrote 4 under the y of y = z>. That's a bit ... that's a bit better. So y to equal z. It's annoying because it's so simple, but not. [laugh]. Just messes with your mind!

Analysis
Jim determined that the reassignment of y should be the first step, only after testing the effect of first reassigning to z, then to w and finally to x.

Jim has so far made hard work of this task by recording four separate sets of data. First, he allocated integer values to each of the variables by writing what appeared to be assignment statements. Second, he wrote the beginning of an ordered sequence using those assignment statements. Third, he wrote an assignment statement for each “shift”, starting from the right hand side of the diagram. In addition, Jim kept current trace values recorded under several variable names in the code.

Jim is dependent on reasoning with specific values in variables. With his trace notation interspersed in the code it was very difficult for him to follow on paper what he had written, let alone keep track of what he had left to do. When speaking, he repeatedly intermingled variables and values when referring to what needed to be assigned where. He made several contradictions by saying one thing and writing another. He showed some confusion about assignment direction, repeatedly changed his mind and made tracing errors throughout.

Jim was clearly cognitively overloaded, unable to manipulate the abstraction of the diagram in such a way that it represented a solution that started with the reassignment of y, and unable to design an effective trace of his code. These are all indicative behaviours of someone at the preoperational stage of development. Indeed, his haphazard approach to tracing is a characteristic of the sensorimotor stage. Although he did articulate an abstraction beyond the code itself, the need to “get rid of that y value because we’ve got two 3’s”, he did not continue to apply that principal to the remaining variables, as he had successfully done in the first task. Not applying an abstraction consistently and completely is characteristic of a preoperational novice.

4.6.2 Excerpt 11

Summary
At this stage, Jim had established expected final values for each of the variables, using the initial values he had chosen. After having painfully determined by trial and error what the first assignment should be, he struggled to establish a workable sequence of the remaining assignment statements.

Data
Jim: We want ... x to equal the...3 so it currently holds the third value in temp. So we can say x equals temp. ... So x has now got the third value. ... temp is still empty so we can say... so we've got x and y sorted. Just need w. What do
Jim: Yeah, I've lost my 3 [sigh] Ah, it's frustrating!

Interviewer: when you did this last week you ... stored one of the values away to start with. Why?

Jim: ...Um, well I don't remember [laugh]

Interviewer: You don't remember why?

Jim: Um, just so it didn't get cleared. Ah, I see! ...Same as last week. I see ... But I'm just ... See what I'm trying to do, I'm trying to rearrange the numbers because I'm saying if its 1,2,3,4 ... and we've got the 3 in here <i.e. in temp> ...

Interviewer: So WHY do you have a 3 in there?

Jim: Because the y is equal to temp. So, if I call <y> 3, then <temp>'s going to be 3

Interviewer: So then what's your first step?

Jim: So the first step ... I can move the z to <y> ... And then I can move <x> to <w>... sorry, no I can move <x> to the temp. ...

Interviewer: ... when you did this last week, how many temp variables did you use?

Jim: One

Interviewer: So why should this be any different?

Jim: I don't know. ... These <tasks> ... they're like a lot easier than the programming that I'm doing, but they're a lot harder at the same time. It's just different - it's weird. [laugh] It's not nice. It confuses me.

Analysis
Jim continued to have trouble with this task which forced him to start from an intermediate point, that is, the required initialisation of temp. In the first task he appeared to have demonstrated an understanding of the process required to shift the values in four variables as well as the programming skills to implement it. However, without prompting by the interviewer, he had an enormous amount of difficulty transferring that (possible) understanding of a very similar task. His level of ability in terms of abstract reasoning was clearly preoperational.

4.7 Steve

Steve’s think aloud sessions were indicative of concrete operational reasoning. Steve was in his first semester of learning to program. He completed his first think aloud session in week 3 of semester.

4.7.1 Excerpt 13

Summary
After needing initial clarification of the diagram, Steve completed the first task in a matter of seconds.

Data
Steve:

Interviewer: Ah, the value in a will go into d - like this diagram shows, the value of a eventually goes to d.

Steve: and d eventually goes to a.

Interviewer: ...c goes into b, b goes into a...
Steve: Ah, so shuffle it along.
Interviewer: Yeah. Move everything up to the left.
Steve: Ok so... temp equals a. a equals b. b equals c. c equals d. d equals temp.

Analysis
Steve’s initial interpretation of the first task was that the values in variables a and d were to be swapped, with the top arrows in the diagram indicating the passing of d’s value through c and b, and finally ending up in a. His understanding was quickly corrected, confirmed by his articulation of the task as a ‘shuffle’ and then immediately writing a correct solution.

4.7.2 Excerpt 14
Summary
Steve then attempted the second task, and completed it without hesitation:

Data
Steve: Ok. ... temp equals y so we’ve stored the y value. So then we can replace it with the z value. Yes. y equals z. Then you replace the z value with w. w value with x ... And then. Ah yeah, then x value with the temp

Analysis
Steve had clearly identified the invariant: “temp equals y so we’ve stored the y value”. He applied the same process of storing a value before overwriting the variable with what was to replace it, for the remainder of the variables. With concrete operational skills, Steve had no problem applying the skills he used in the first task to the slightly different second task.

5 Discussion
During these think aloud sessions, we noticed variation in the way that some students articulated assignment statements. For example, with respect to the following assignment statement:

\[ a = b \]

some students articulated the statement from left to right, thus:

“a is assigned the value of b”

others read from right to left, that is:

“the value of b is assigned to a”

while others articulated assignments both ways: sometimes left to right and sometimes right to left. We conjecture that such variation in articulation is indicative of novices at a neo-Piagetian stage lower than concrete operational.

During the think aloud sessions, it also became apparent that some students struggled to process the diagrammatic depiction of the problem. One possible problem was the direction of value "shifts", as the majority of the values passed between variables right to left, but the value originally in the leftmost variable moved left to right. Some of the students even expressed confusion over the meaning of the arrows. Apparently it was not immediately clear (as it was to us, and probably to any experienced programmer) that the arrows indicate the direction of movement of the values.

The think aloud students who struggled with the second shift problem tended to look at a small part of the diagram and implement it. Next they would return to the diagram and find another piece to implement, without much thought to the consequences of sequential execution. They had not developed an overall design for their solution, but instead focussed on the functionality for each independent piece of the problem, in the hope that they would somehow all fit together in the end. Being distracted from the most salient aspects of the problem by individual elements is characteristic of preoperational reasoning.

Even some students who completed the second task quickly expressed some awkwardness about it. Lance said "That felt weird. I didn’t really like having to start there. Don't know why.” Becki said that the second task was “very sneaky” and it had ruined her plan to start from the end as she had in the first task. She also said that it would not have made a fundamental difference had the diagram depicted the variables in a circle as the variable names were ordered and she tended to work on the variables in lexicographic order. However, despite some initial and brief confusion, these students were able to complete the task. Students like Lance, Becki and Steve thus manifested concrete operational skills.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented data from a think aloud study which demonstrates that some novice programmers manifest behaviours characteristic of the preoperational stage in neo-Piagetian theory. One such behaviour is that they tend to focus on parts of a programming task and lose sight of the task as a whole. Students who struggled with the second “shift” task tended to examine a portion of the diagram and implement it, then return to the diagram and find another portion to implement, and so on, without considering the overall sequence of execution.

Another characteristic of these preoperational novices is that they are prone to focus on superficial aspects of a specific task that are not salient to solving a general class of tasks. In neo-Piagetian terms, preoperational novices do not focus upon aspects of tasks that are "invariant amid transformations" (Flavell 1977). In the “shift” tasks, the invariant is the idea of duplicating a variable, so that the value in the original variable might then be overwritten, while the superficial aspect of the task is the initial assignment to the temp variable.

These two characteristics lead preoperational novices to adopt an approach that might be called programming by permutation. On very small tasks, that approach may indeed lead the novice to a correct solution, especially if they are completing that small task on a computer and thus receive feedback by running their code. However, novices who adopt that approach do not learn abstractions that they can then transfer to a very similar task.

The two “shift” tasks we gave our students are very simple programming tasks, the solution for which is near-identical in most imperative languages. The problems experienced by some of our novices are therefore not
caused by the particular programming language in which they write.

Piaget (1971b) described reasoning at the preoperational stage as that “... which consists simply in retracing ... events just as they were perceived, instead of imagining an alteration ... ”. It is only at the concrete stage of development that novices develop the ability to work with cyclic series, to reason about abstract quantities that are conserved, and transfer a general approach to a slightly different task.

When students demonstrate difficulties with programming, it may not be a reflection of their innate ability to learn programming, but rather an indication of their current state of cognitive development. Struggling students may not have yet developed the mental schemas necessary to perform at the concrete operational level of reasoning required by certain programming tasks.

On the basis of our qualitative work, we cannot draw firm conclusions about the commonality of preoperational reasoning. However, given that four of our eleven think aloud volunteers manifested this difficulty, it is possible that preoperational reasoning may be common. Further quantitative work is warranted. If future studies confirm that this is a widespread issue among novice programmers, then it suggests that our teaching practices should change. The change would place the focus on identifying the current neo-Piagetian stage of a novice, and provide tuition appropriate to moving that novice to the next stage. Current pedagogical practice places little emphasis on the sensorimotor stage and completely ignores the preoperational stage. That is, current pedagogical practice assumes that the basic programming constructs are learnt easily, and then students immediately begin to reason about programs at the concrete operational stage.
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